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security multi-admin-verify commands

security multi-admin-verify modify

Modify multi-admin-verify settings

Availability: This command is available to cluster administrators at the admin privilege level.

Description

The security multi-admin-verify modify command is used to modify the Multi-Admin-Verify global settings.

Parameters

[-approval-groups <text>,...] - List of Global Approval Groups

This specifies the list of global approval groups which are inherited by the rule if the approval-groups is not provided for the rule. The default value is an empty list. The approval-groups should be defined to enable multi-admin verification. The supplied value replaces the list. You can create an approval-group by using the security multi-admin-verify approval-group create command.

[-required-approvers <integer>] - Number of Required Approvers

This specifies the required number of approvers to approve the request which is inherited by the rule if required-approvers is not provided for the rule. The default and minimum number of required approvers is 1.

[-enabled {true|false}] - Is Multi-Admin-Verify Enabled

This specifies the current state. Multi-admin verification is not required to enable the feature. However, it is required to disable the feature. The feature is disabled by default and the value is set to false.

[-execution-expiry <[<integer>h][<integer>m][<integer>s]>] - Execution Expiry

This is the amount of time that the authorized users have after a request is approved to execute the requested operation before the request expires. The default value is one hour (1h), the minimum supported value is one second (1s), and the maximum supported value is 14 days (14d).

[-approval-expiry <[<integer>h][<integer>m][<integer>s]>] - Approval Expiry

This is the amount of time that the approvers have after a new execution request is submitted to approve or disapprove the request before the request expires. The default value is one hour (1h), the minimum supported value is one second (1s), and the maximum supported value is 14 days (14d).

Examples

This command changes the approval groups:

```
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify modify -approval-groups group1, group2
```

This command changes the required number of approvers:
This command enables the feature. The default is false (disabled):

```
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify modify -enabled true
```

This command changes the execution expiry:

```
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify modify -execution-expiry 14d
```

This command changes the approval expiry:

```
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify modify -approval-expiry 48h
```

**Related Links**

- [security multi-admin-verify approval-group create](#)
- [security multi-admin-verify show](#)

**security multi-admin-verify show**

Display multi-admin-verify configuration

**Availability:** This command is available to *cluster* administrators at the *admin* privilege level.

**Description**

The `security multi-admin-verify show` command displays the object store that contains the global setting values of the multi-admin-verify feature.

- **Is Enabled:** Displays the current state of the feature. This feature is, by default, disabled and the value is set to false.
- **Required Approvers:** Displays the required number of approvers to approve the ONTAP execution request. This is inherited by the rule if required-approvers is not provided for the rule. The default and minimum number of required approvers is 1.
- **Approval Expiry:** Displays the amount of time that the approvers have after a new execution request is submitted to approve or disapprove the request before the request expires.
- **Execution Expiry:** Displays the amount of time that the authorized users have after a request is approved to execute the requested operation before the request expires.
- **Approval Groups:** Displays the list of global approval groups. This will be in effect if the approval groups is not specified for a multi-admin-verify rule.
Examples

The following example displays typical global settings information:

```
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify show
Is      Required  Execution Approval Approval
Enabled Approvers Expiry   Expiry   Groups
---------- --------- --------- -------- -----------
false    1         1h        1h       group1, group2
```

```
security multi-admin-verify approval-group create
Create an Approval Group

Availability: This command is available to cluster and Vserver administrators at the admin privilege level.

Description

The security multi-admin-verify approval-group create command creates an approval group for a specified Vserver for a specified list of ONTAP users.

Parameters

-vserver <vserver> - Vserver
This specifies the Vserver name to which the approval group is associated with. This is an optional parameter. This parameter defaults to a Cluster server and supports only Cluster servers.

-name <text> - Group Name
This specifies the name of an approval group.

-approvers <text>,... - Approvers
This specifies the list of ONTAP users that are part of the approval group. Each specified user must belong to the specified Vserver.

[-email <mail address>,...] - Email Addresses
This specifies the email addresses that are notified when a request is created, approved, vetoed, or executed.

Examples

The following example creates a new approval group named group1 with approver admin1 that is associated with the default Vserver cluster1:

```
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify approval-group create -name group1
-approvers admin1
```
security multi-admin-verify approval-group delete

Delete an Approval Group

**Availability:** This command is available to *cluster* and *Vserver* administrators at the *admin* privilege level.

**Description**

The `security multi-admin-verify approval-group delete` command deletes the specified approval group.

**Parameters**

- `-vserver <vserver>` - *Vserver*
  This specifies the Vserver information to which the approval group is associated with. This is an optional parameter. This parameter defaults to Cluster server and supports only Cluster servers.

- `-name <text>` - *Group Name*
  This specifies the name of an approval group to be deleted.

**Examples**

The following example deletes the approval group, *group1*:

```
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify approval-group delete -name group1
```

security multi-admin-verify approval-group modify

Modify an Approval Group

**Availability:** This command is available to *cluster* and *Vserver* administrators at the *admin* privilege level.

**Description**

The `security multi-admin-verify approval-group modify` command is used to modify attributes of an approval group.

**Parameters**

- `-vserver <vserver>` - *Vserver*
  This specifies the Vserver name to which the approval group is associated with. This is an optional parameter. This parameter defaults to a Cluster server and supports only Cluster servers.

- `-name <text>` - *Group Name*
  This specifies the name of an approval group.

- `[-approvers <text>,...]` - *Approvers*
  This specifies the list of ONTAP users that are part of the approval group. Each specified user must belong
to the specified Vserver.

[-email <mail address>,...] - Email Addresses
This specifies the email addresses that are notified when a request is created, approved, vetoed, or executed.

Examples
This command changes the approvers:

```
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify approval-group modify -name group1 -approvers admin1
```

security multi-admin-verify approval-group replace

Add and/or remove approvers from the list

**Availability:** This command is available to *cluster* administrators at the *admin* privilege level.

**Description**
The *security multi-admin-verify approval-group replace* command is used to replace the list of approvers of an approval group.

**Parameters**

- **-vserver <vserver> - Vserver**
  This specifies the Vserver name to which the approval group is associated with. This is an optional parameter. This parameter defaults to Cluster server and supports only Cluster servers.

- **-name <text> - Group Name**
  This specifies the name of the approval group whose approvers are to be replaced.

- **[-approvers-to-add <text>,...] - New Approvers**
  This specifies the list of ONTAP users that are to be added to the current list of approvers of the approval group.

- **[-approvers-to-remove <text>,...] - Existing Approvers**
  This specifies the list of ONTAP users that are to be removed from the current list of approvers of the approval group.

**Examples**
The following example adds user admin2 and removes user admin from the current approvers list, while group1 is associated with the default Vserver:
security multi-admin-verify approval-group show

Display Approval Groups

Availability: This command is available to cluster and Vserver administrators at the admin privilege level.

Description

The security multi-admin-verify approval-group show command displays information about approval groups and the users that are registered with each group.

Parameters

{ [-fields <fieldname>,…]  
  If you specify the -fields <fieldname>, … parameter, the command output also includes the specified field or fields. You can use '-fields ?' to display the fields to specify. }

{ [-instance ]}  
  If you specify the -instance parameter, the command displays detailed information about all fields.

[-vserver <vserver>] - Vserver
  This specifies the Vserver name to which the approval group is associated with. This is an optional parameter. This parameter defaults to a Cluster server and supports only Cluster servers.

[-name <text>] - Group Name
  This specifies the name of an approval group.

[-approvers <text>,…] - Approvers
  This specifies the list of ONTAP users that are part of the approval group. Each specified user must belong to the specified Vserver.

[-email <mail address>,…] - Email Addresses
  This specifies the email addresses that are notified when a request is created, approved, vetoed, or executed.

Examples

The following example displays typical approval groups information:
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify approval-group show

Vserver        Name             Approvers
-------- ----------------
            -------------------------
cluster1
    group1 admin
    group2 admin, admin1
2 entries were displayed.

security multi-admin-verify request approve

Approve a request

Availability: This command is available to cluster administrators at the admin privilege level.

Description

The security multi-admin-verify request approve command approves the specified request.

Parameters

-index <integer> - Request Index
   This allows the user to specify the index of the request to be approved.

[-execute-on-approval {true|false}] - Execute Command On Final Approval
   If set to true, the operation will automatically execute on final approval.

Examples

The following example approves the request with index 1:

cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify request approve -index 1

security multi-admin-verify request create

Create a request

Availability: This command is available to cluster and Vserver administrators at the admin privilege level.

Description

The security multi-admin-verify request create command creates a request for the specified ONTAP operation.
Parameters

[-index <integer>] - Request Index
   This specifies the index of the request which is automatically generated for each request.

-operation <text> - Operation
   This specifies the ONTAP operation information for which the request is to be created.

-query <query> - Query
   This identifies the object (or objects) upon which the user wants to apply the operation. Any field or query supported by the operation can be supplied.

[-comment <text>] - Comment
   This is an optional parameter where users creating a request can provide comments related to the request.

[-users-permitted <text>,...] - Users Permitted
   This is an optional parameter where a user creating the request can specify the list of ONTAP users who are permitted to perform the ONTAP operation specified by the request, once it is approved. If this parameter is not provided, then any user with default permissions to perform the ONTAP operation is allowed to perform the ONTAP operation specified by the request.

Examples

The following example creates a new request for ONTAP operation volume delete which is applicable to objects of vserver vs0.

```
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify request create -operation "volume delete" -query "-vserver vs0"
```

The following example creates a new request for the ONTAP operation volume snapshot delete which is applicable to Vserver objects vs0 and volume v1. Users permitted to perform this operation on the specified subset of objects are user1 and user2:

```
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify request create -operation "volume delete" -query "-vserver vs0 -volume v1" -users-permitted user1, user2
```

security multi-admin-verify request delete

Delete a request

Availability: This command is available to cluster and Vserver administrators at the admin privilege level.

Description

The `security multi-admin-verify request delete` command deletes the specified request.
Parameters

-index <integer> - Request Index
This allows the user to specify the index of the request to be deleted.

Examples

The following example deletes the request with index 1:

.cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify request delete -index 1

security multi-admin-verify request show-pending

Show only pending requests

Availability: This command is available to cluster and Vserver administrators at the admin privilege level.

Description

The security multi-admin-verify request show-pending command displays information about multi-admin verification requests that are in the pending state.

Parameters

{ [-fields <fieldname>,...] 
  If you specify the -fields <fieldname>, ... parameter, the command output also includes the specified field or fields. You can use ‘-fields ?’ to display the fields to specify.

| [-instance ]
  If you specify the -instance parameter, the command displays detailed information about all fields.

[-index <integer>] - Request Index
This specifies the index of the request.

[-operation <text>] - Operation
This specifies the ONTAP operation for which the request is created.

[-query <query>] - Query
This identifies the object (or objects) upon which the user wants to apply the operation.

[-required-approvers <integer>] - Required Approvers
This specifies the number of distinct users that are required to approve the request. A user can set the required-approvers to the ONTAP operation rule. If a user does not set the required-approvers to the rule, then the required-approvers from the global setting is applied.

[-pending-approvers <integer>] - Pending Approvers
This specifies the number of distinct users that are still required to approve the request for the request to be marked as approved.
[-approval-expiry {MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS | {1..7}days | {1..168}hours | PnDTnHnMnS | PnW}] - Approval Expiry
  This specifies the expiry information within which an approve or veto action is to be taken by the approvers from the time the request is submitted. Any authorized user can set the approval-expiry to the ONTAP operation rule. If the user does not set the approval-expiry to the rule, then the approval-expiry from the global setting is applied.

[-execution-expiry {MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS | {1..7}days | {1..168}hours | PnDTnHnMnS | PnW}] - Execution Expiry
  This specifies the expiry information within which an ONTAP operation is to be executed from the time the request is approved. An authorized user can set the execution-expiry to the ONTAP operation rule. If the user does not set the execution-expiry to the rule, then the execution-expiry from the global setting is applied.

[-users-approved <text>,...] - Approvals
  This specifies the list of users that have approved the request.

[-user-vetoed <text>] - User Vetoed
  This specifies the user who vetoed the request.

[-vserver <vserver>] - Vserver
  This specifies the Vserver information to which the request is associated with.

[-user-requested <text>] - User Requested
  This specifies the username who created the request.

[-time-created <MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS>] - Time Created
  This specifies the time at which the request is created.

[-time-approved <MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS>] - Time Approved
  This specifies the time at which the request state changed to approved.

[-comment <text>] - Comment
  This specifies the comments that are associated with the request.

[-users-permitted <text>,...] - Users Permitted
  This specifies the list of users that are permitted to perform the ONTAP operation for which the request is approved. If users-permitted is empty, then any user who, by default, has permission to perform the ONTAP operation is allowed.

[-execute-on-approval {true|false}] - Execute Approved Command
  This specifies whether the operation being approved is automatically executed. If set, the operation is executed immediately when the request is marked as approved.

Examples

The following example displays typical request information:
security multi-admin-verify request show

Display requests

**Availability:** This command is available to cluster and Vserver administrators at the admin privilege level.

**Description**

The `security multi-admin-verify request show` command displays information about multi-admin verification requests.

**Parameters**

```
[-fields <fieldname>,...]
```

If you specify the `-fields <fieldname>, ...` parameter, the command output also includes the specified field or fields. You can use `-fields ?` to display the fields to specify.

```
[-instance ]
```

If you specify the `-instance` parameter, the command displays detailed information about all fields.

```
[-index <integer>] - Request Index
```

This specifies the index of the request.

```
[-operation <text>] - Operation
```

This specifies the ONTAP operation for which the request is created.

```
[-query <query>] - Query
```

This identifies the object (or objects) upon which the user wants to apply the operation.

```
[-state {pending|approved|vetoed|expired|executed}] - State
```

This specifies the query information that is applied to the subset of objects of ONTAP operation of the request.

```
[-required-approvers <integer>] - Required Approvers
```

This specifies the number of distinct users that are required to approve the request. A user can set the required-approvers to the ONTAP operation rule. If a user does not set the required-approvers to the rule, then the required-approvers from the global setting is applied.
[-pending-approvers <integer>] - Pending Approvers
This specifies the number of distinct users that are still required to approve the request for the request to be marked as approved.

[-approval-expiry {MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS | {1..7}days | {1..168}hours | PnDTnHnMnS | PnW}] - Approval Expiry
This specifies the expiry information within which an approve or veto action is to be taken by the approvers from the time the request is submitted. Any authorized user can set the approval-expiry to the ONTAP operation rule. If the user does not set the approval-expiry to the rule, then the approval-expiry from the global setting is applied.

[-execution-expiry {MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS | {1..7}days | {1..168}hours | PnDTnHnMnS | PnW}] - Execution Expiry
This specifies the expiry information within which an ONTAP operation is to be executed from the time the request is approved. An authorized user can set the execution-expiry to the ONTAP operation rule. If the user does not set the execution-expiry to the rule, then the execution-expiry from the global setting is applied.

[-users-approved <text>,...] - Approvals
This specifies the list of users that have approved the request.

[-user-vetoed <text>] - User Vetoed
This specifies the user who vetoed the request.

[-vserver <vserver>] - Vserver
This specifies the Vserver information to which the request is associated with.

[-user-requested <text>] - User Requested
This specifies the username who created the request.

[-time-created <MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS>] - Time Created
This specifies the time at which the request is created.

[-time-approved <MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS>] - Time Approved
This specifies the time at which the request state changed to approved.

[-comment <text>] - Comment
This specifies the comments that are associated with the request.

[-users-permitted <text>,...] - Users Permitted
This specifies the list of users that are permitted to perform the ONTAP operation for which the request is approved. If users-permitted is empty, then any user who, by default, has permission to perform the ONTAP operation is allowed.

[-execute-on-approval {true|false}] - Execute Approved Command
This specifies whether the operation being approved is automatically executed. If set, the operation is executed immediately when the request is marked as approved.
Examples

The following example displays typical request information:

```
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify request show
Pending
  Index  Operation  Query  State
Approvers Requestor
  ------  ---------------------- -------
  1       volume delete       pending  3
admin
```

**security multi-admin-verify request veto**

Veto a request

**Availability:** This command is available to cluster administrators at the admin privilege level.

**Description**

The `security multi-admin-verify request veto` command vetoes the specified request.

**Parameters**

- `-index <integer>` - Request Index

  This allows the user to specify the index of the request to be vetoed.

**Examples**

The following example vetoes the request with index 1:

```
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify request veto -index 1
```

**security multi-admin-verify rule create**

Create a rule

**Availability:** This command is available to cluster and Vserver administrators at the admin privilege level.

**Description**

The `security multi-admin-verify rule create` command creates a rule for the specified ONTAP operation.
Parameters

[-vserver <vserver>] - Vserver
This specifies Vserver information for which the rule should be associated with. This is an optional parameter. This parameter defaults to a Cluster server and supports only Cluster servers.

-operation <text> - Operation
This specifies the ONTAP operation information for the rule to be created.

[-auto-request-create {true|false}] - Automatic Request Creation
This specifies rule information for the auto request create state. Auto request creation for the rule is enabled by default, by setting this value to true.

[-query <query>] - Query
This specifies the query information which is applied to the subset of objects of ONTAP operation of the rule to be created. This is an optional parameter. If a query is not specified for the rule, the rule applies to all objects of the ONTAP operation.

[-required-approvers {<integer>|-}] - Required Number of Approvers
This specifies the required number of approvers to approve the ONTAP execution request. This is an optional parameter. If required-approvers is not specified for the rule, the required-approvers from the global setting is applied to the ONTAP operation request. The required-approvers from the global setting can be viewed using the security multi-admin-verify show command. The minimum supported value is 1.

[-approval-groups <text>,...] - Approval Groups
This specifies the list of users who can approve the ONTAP operation request. This is an optional parameter. If approval-groups is not specified for the rule, the approval-groups from the global setting is applied to the ONTAP operation request. The approval-groups from the global setting can be viewed using the security multi-admin-verify show command.

[-execution-expiry <[<integer>h][<integer>m][<integer>s]>] - Execution Expiry
This specifies the amount of time after a request has been approved by which the operation must be executed before the approved execution request expires. This is an optional parameter. If execution-expiry is not specified for the rule, the execution-expiry from the global setting is applied to the ONTAP execution request. The execution-expiry from the global setting can be viewed using the security multi-admin-verify show command. The default value is one hour (1h), the minimum supported value is one second (1s), and the maximum supported value is 14 days (14d).

[-approval-expiry <[<integer>h][<integer>m][<integer>s]>] - Approval Expiry
This specifies the amount of time after a new execution request is submitted by which approvers have to approve or disapprove the request before the pending execution request expires. This is an optional parameter. If approval-expiry is not specified for the rule, the approval-expiry from the global setting is applied to the ONTAP execution request. The approval-expiry from the global setting can be viewed using the security multi-admin-verify show command. The default value is one hour (1h), the minimum supported value is one second (1s), and the maximum supported value is 14 days (14d).

Examples
The following example creates a new rule for the ONTAP operation volume delete with 3 required approvers and is applicable to Vserver vs0 objects:
Related Links

- security multi-admin-verify show

security multi-admin-verify rule delete

Delete a rule

Availability: This command is available to cluster and Vserver administrators at the admin privilege level.

Description

The `security multi-admin-verify rule delete` command deletes the specified rule.

Parameters

- `vserver <vserver>` - Vserver
  
  This specifies the Vserver information to which the rule is associated with. This is an optional parameter. This parameter defaults to a Cluster server and supports only Cluster servers.

- `operation <text>` - Operation
  
  This specifies the ONTAP operation whose associated rule is to be deleted.

Examples

The following example deletes the rule for ONTAP operation volume delete and the default Vserver cluster1:

```
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify rule delete -operation "volume delete"
```

security multi-admin-verify rule modify

Modify a rule

Availability: This command is available to cluster and Vserver administrators at the admin privilege level.

Description

The `security multi-admin-verify rule modify` command is used to modify the attributes of the rule.

Parameters
-vserver <vserver> - Vserver
This specifies Vserver information for which the rule should be associated with. This is an optional parameter. This parameter defaults to a Cluster server and supports only Cluster servers.

-operation <text> - Operation
This specifies the ONTAP operation information for the rule to be created.

[-auto-request-create {true|false}] - Automatic Request Creation
This specifies rule information for the auto request create state. Auto request creation for the rule is enabled by default, by setting this value to true.

[-query <query>] - Query
This specifies the query information which is applied to the subset of objects of ONTAP operation of the rule to be created. This is an optional parameter. If a query is not specified for the rule, the rule applies to all objects of the ONTAP operation.

[-required-approvers {<integer>|-}] - Required Number of Approvers
This specifies the required number of approvers to approve the ONTAP execution request. This is an optional parameter. If required-approvers is not specified for the rule, the required-approvers from the global setting is applied to the ONTAP operation request. The required-approvers from the global setting can be viewed using the security multi-admin-verify show command. The minimum supported value is 1.

[-approval-groups <text>,...] - Approval Groups
This specifies the list of users who can approve the ONTAP operation request. This is an optional parameter. If approval-groups is not specified for the rule, the approval-groups from the global setting is applied to the ONTAP operation request. The approval-groups from the global setting can be viewed using the security multi-admin-verify show command.

[-execution-expiry <[<integer>h][<integer>m][<integer>s]>] - Execution Expiry
This specifies the amount of time after a request has been approved by which the operation must be executed before the approved execution request expires. This is an optional parameter. If execution-expiry is not specified for the rule, the execution-expiry from the global setting is applied to the ONTAP execution request. The execution-expiry from the global setting can be viewed using the security multi-admin-verify show command. The default value is one hour (1h), the minimum supported value is one second (1s), and the maximum supported value is 14 days (14d).

[-approval-expiry <[<integer>h][<integer>m][<integer>s]>] - Approval Expiry
This specifies the amount of time after a new execution request is submitted by which approvers have to approve or disapprove the request before the pending execution request expires. This is an optional parameter. If approval-expiry is not specified for the rule, the approval-expiry from the global setting is applied to the ONTAP execution request. The approval-expiry from the global setting can be viewed using the security multi-admin-verify show command. The default value is one hour (1h), the minimum supported value is one second (1s), and the maximum supported value is 14 days (14d).

Examples
This command changes the approval groups:
This command changes the required number of approvers:

```
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify rule modify -operation "volume delete" -approval-groups group1, group2
```

This command changes the query:

```
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify rule modify -operation "volume snapshot delete" -required-approvers 3
```

This command changes the execution expiry:

```
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify rule modify -operation "volume delete" -execution-expiry 14d
```

This command changes the approval expiry:

```
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify rule modify -operation "volume delete" -approval-expiry 48h
```

Related Links

- [security multi-admin-verify show](#)

**security multi-admin-verify rule show**

Display rules

**Availability:** This command is available to cluster and Vserver administrators at the admin privilege level.

**Description**

The `security multi-admin-verify rule show` command displays information about multi admin verification rules.

**Parameters**

```
[-fields <fieldname>,...]  
```

If you specify the `-fields <fieldname>, ...` parameter, the command output also includes the specified field or fields. You can use `'-fields ?'` to display the fields to specify.
If you specify the `-instance` parameter, the command displays detailed information about all fields.

`-vserver <vserver>` - Vserver
This specifies the Vserver information to which the rule is associated with. This is an optional parameter. This parameter defaults to a Cluster server and supports only Cluster servers.

`-operation <text>` - Operation
This specifies the ONTAP operation information for which the rule is created.

`-auto-request-create {true|false}` - Automatic Request Creation
This specifies the information of the auto request create state for the rule.

`-query <query>` - Query
This specifies the query information which is applied to the subset of objects of ONTAP operation of the rule.

`-required-approvers {<integer>|-}` - Required Number of Approvers
This specifies the number of approvers that are required to approve the ONTAP execution request.

`-approval-groups <text>,...` - Approval Groups
This specifies the list of approval groups that lists the users who can approve the ONTAP execution request.

`-execution-expiry <[<integer>h][<integer>m][<integer>s]>` - Execution Expiry
This specifies the amount of time that the authorized users have after a request is approved to execute the requested operation before the request expires.

`-approval-expiry <[<integer>h][<integer>m][<integer>s]>` - Approval Expiry
This is the amount of time that the approvers have after a new execution request is submitted to approve or disapprove the request before the request expires.

`-time-created <MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS>` - Time Created
This specifies the time at which the rule is created.

`-system-defined {true|false}` - Is System Defined
Displays the value true if rule is defined by the system. Displays the value false if rule is defined by the user.

**Examples**

The following example displays typical rule information:
cluster1::> security multi-admin-verify rule show

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Vserver</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Approvers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cluster1</td>
<td></td>
<td>security login password</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Query: -multi-admin-approver true -different-user true</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>security multi-admin-verify approval-group create</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>security multi-admin-verify approval-group delete</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>security multi-admin-verify approval-group modify</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>security multi-admin-verify approval-group replace</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>security multi-admin-verify modify</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>security multi-admin-verify rule create</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>security multi-admin-verify rule delete</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>security multi-admin-verify rule modify</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>volume delete</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Query: -vserver vs0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10 entries were displayed.